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Miss Lebanon: The Digital Age’s Way of
Maintaining the Gender Gap
Ali Badereddine, American University of Beirut
As a Lebanese citizen, I have become aware of the feminist concerns through televised shows that
commodify beauty and now constitute a significant part of our digital media. Production companies in
Lebanon exploit femininity and beauty standards by competing to produce the national beauty contest
Miss Lebanon. Beyond the spectacle of the show itself, content creators use footage from the show for
social media posts, which, in turn, generates profit for both the content creators and the social media
platforms.1 By following this production chain, we can see that content creators exploit the labor of the
contestants to both profit but also to reinforce gender inequality.
The Miss Lebanon contestants are members of an invisible labor workforce, exploited by both
the production companies and the digital media content creators. It might be “more accurate to say
overlook[ed] women’s work”2 since the women who participate in this show are clearly visible; however,
the producers and content creators do not fairly share revenue with them. Furthermore, the women
who participate in such competitions are viewed as unproductive beings who are taking their last shot
to standout. By combining this view with how women’s work is overlooked, we can see how women’s
work is also undervalued in this case. For instance, Karen Ghrawi, Miss Lebanon 2013, became a victim
of this exploitation after she had slipped on stage. The clip circulated widely the following day over
social media platforms, and the entire event was uploaded to YouTube by the production company
without editing or cutting the slip. As a result, exploiters reposting this content both gained views and
profit from the incident, while Ghrawi stood embarrassed backstage both physically and
metaphorically. Thus, the exploiters tend to overlook the importance of the contestants’ input to
capitalize on it because this category of labor is highly feminized and therefore undervalued.
The content creators exploit the stress under which the contestants have been put to come up
with a topic for their content. I noticed that social media users interact most often with the contestants’
answers to the questions posed by the judges. Thus, content creators mock the contestants’ stutters and
silent fillers in their responses to attract more viewers and clicks. As a result, the viewers would laugh,
share and criticize those contestants while claiming a sense of superiority over them. This scenario is
reminiscent of what Laurie Ouellette calls “the curriculum” in America’s Next Top Model, which
“extends to TV viewers at home, even as we watch for entertainment purposes.” 3 However, do the
viewers know that by participating in mocking the contestants and providing them with a correction
key to their responses, they approve of the commodification of beauty? As a matter of fact, viewers tend
to come up with ideal answers to the questions because they superiorize themselves to the women
intellectually; they believe that the moment the woman participates in such shows, she is choosing to
be beautiful. Beauty and intelligence are assumed to be mutually exclusive, and women are restricted
to only one. What role does interacting with digital content on social media platforms play in this
formulation?
Through such experiences, I became aware of how gender inequality in Lebanon sustains itself
through the Lebanese citizenry. We cannot deny that Miss Lebanon is one of the most successful shows
in terms of views; people in Lebanon would wait impatiently for the annual show, and not a single
Lebanese show can compete with Miss Lebanon when it is being broadcasted. In fact, the viewers are
eager to have the show resume upon the 3 year pause due to the general situation in the county.
Generally speaking, the viewers encourage the commodification of beauty and disciplining of the female
body as they go with the flow in ridiculing the contestants and superiorizing themselves. Media scholar
Kylie Jarrett argues that by liking and commenting on posts on social media (interacting in general),
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the users would be creating content for the platforms, which generates profit.4 By extending Jarrett’s
argument, we get to the breaking point: the viewers market for the show by interacting on social media
and imitating the contestants’ hand wave and catchphrases, which gives the producers a reason to keep
producing the contest. In other words, the viewers, who are Lebanese citizens, are also complicit in
gender inequality in Lebanon, as they are agents of approval through their consumption that keeps the
commodification of feminine beauty alive. Had the viewers ignored or criticized the production of those
shows, content creators would not dare ridicule the contestants, and thus we would have gotten a step
closer to ending the exploitation of the contestants. However, the hypercriticism that the women who
participate in this show are subject to is a factor that is maintaining the gender gap by reinforcing the
ideas that objectify women and commodify their beauty.
I too had participated in mocking the contestants of Miss Lebanon. However, after diving into
the feminist theory, I realized that we need to resist the entertainmeent we think we get from watching
Miss Lebanon and ridiculing these women. I have presented a situation in which we as an audience
contribute to the gender gap in Lebanon by commodifying beauty. It might seem like criticizing women
is allowed under the cover of Miss Lebanon, and as such, many women who are not contestants would
struggle to achieve the perfection that the audience expects from the contestants. The first step to solve
the issue would be viewing ourselves as the original source of the problem, hoping to extend the research
of gender, media, and labor to Lebanon. The second step would be to ask ourselves: in what other ways
are we the culprits of gender inequality in Lebanon?
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